Introduction
This paper is an extension of a work [2] on the spectral analysis of partial differential operators of Schrodinger type. The problem was the following: Let A be a compact subset of R", E a finite interval in R and H a self-adjoint elliptic differential operator in the complex Hilbert space Jf^L 2^" ). We define P^(S) to be the spectral projection ofH associated with the interval 1 and E(A) the multiplication operator by the characteristic function ô f A. Do there exist vectors in L 2^" ) which are contained both in the range E(A)Jf ofE(A) and in F(I)^f?
It turns out that the closed subspace J€p (H) generated by the set of eigenvectors ofH plays a different role from the subspace J^(H)= J'f^(H) 1 associated with the continuous spectrum ofH. Notice that it is shown in [2] , under regularity and integrability conditions on the coefficients of the differential operator, that there do not exist vectors of ^(H) which belong both to E (A) J^ and to ¥ (S) J^. On-the other hand, to prove the non-existence of vectors in J^fp (H) belonging to E (A) J^ n F (£) Jf, we used an unique continuation theorem for solutions of the differential equation associated with H. Now, if for example H = -A + V, where V is the multiplication operator by a real function v (x), the known results on unique continuation require a condition L 00 (R^N) on y, where N is a closed set of measure zero such that R"\N is connected ( [3] , [5] ).
In the present paper, we propose to show that:
(1) ,
J^p(H)^E(A)^^¥(I.)^ ={()},
by imposing only an integrability condition on the function v. More precisely, we will prove (1) under the hypothesis that yeL^(R") with s=2 ifn=l, 2, 3 and s>n-2 ifn^4. This result shows that, under the above conditions on r, the operator -A+^ has no eigenvector with compact support. This is essentially the content of our Theorem 1 in paragraph 2. (In the case n= 1, one obtains ordinary differential operators for which results of this type have been known for a long time [9] ). This result is also interesting from the point of view of "non-existence of positive eigenvalues of the operator H". In the literature (for example [2] , [12] ) the non-existence of positive eigenvalues is obtained in two steps:
(i) under suitable decay conditions at infinity on the function v, it is shown that all eigenfunctions / associated with a strictly positive eigenvalue ofH have compact support;
(ii) then one imposes suitable local conditions on v (e. g. v e L^ (R"\N) in order to apply the unique continuation theorem, which then leads to /==0. It turns out that the nonexistence of positive eigenvalues is also obtained by assuming in (ii) as a local condition that yeLi^(Gr)withs=2ifn=l, 2, 3 and s>n-2 if n^4 (Thm. 2).
Finally o.ur method implies also the spectral continuity of a class of Schrodinger operators with periodic potentials v{x).
The organization of the paper is a follows: first we give the principal results and deduce Theorems 1 and 2 from Theorem 3 in section 2, and we introduce a direct integral representation of Schrodinger operators in section 3. This representation will be used in section 4 for proving Theorem 3. The principal estimate of the proof is the subject of the last section 5.
Statements of the results
Let v: (R" -> R be a measurable function. We always suppose that: (2) yeLLe(^) with s=2 ifn=l,2,3; s>n-2 if n^4.
Notice that s>n-2 in all cases.
The function v will be called periodic if there exist n linearly independent vectors fli, . .., a^e R" such that v(x-\-di)=v(x) for all xe R". A periodic function will be called ortho-periodic if: Proof. -(b) and (c) follow from (a) by using the Kato-Rellich Theorem ( [7] , Chapt. 5.4.1). Under hypothesis (i), (a) follows from Theorem XIII. 96 of [11] , whereas under the assumption (ii), (a) can be proved by the method used in the proof of Lemma 3 in [10] . Both cases are treated in [4] .
We now state our principal results. In Theorem 2 we choose as conditions on the potential v at infinity those used in [4] . 
is differentiable as a function from (R, oo) to L^S"" 1 ), and lim sup^/^r^O.
»--^ a
(S"~1 denotes the unit sphere in V.)
Then H=Ho+V has no eigenvalues in (0, oo).
THEOREM 3. -Let v be ortho-periodic and yeL[oc(^") with s satisfying (2) . Then the spectrum o/H=Ho+V is purely continuous. Remark 1. -By following the proof of Theorem XIII. 100 in [11] , it is possible to show that the operator H in Theorem 3 is absolutely continuous. Other comments on Theorem 3 will be made at the end of this paper.
Remark 2. -Contrarily to [2] , where the operator H was defined by:
we assume here that the vector potential b={b,,} is equal to zero. It is possible to generalize Theorem 1 to the case where b^O. Theorem 2 follows from results of [11] and [6] , and from Theorem 1 as indicated in the introduction. 
Reduction of the translation group of the lattice
In this part, let v be an ortho-periodic potential. In a natural way, this implies a decomposition of the Hilbert space J^L 2^" ) and of the operators H and H() into direct integrals. This decomposition will be used in the next part for the proof of Theorem 3.
The potential v satisfies y(x+^)=i;(x) where a^, ..., a^ are as in (3) . The points of the n form z= ^ q^a,, q=[q^}eJ, n , form a cubic lattice in R" which is invariant under the 1=1 translations:
In L 2^" ). we consider the unitary representation \J{q) of the additive group Z" given by:
where we have written ][^.^=L^, assuming that the directions of the a, coincide with i Cartesian coordinate system.
We also introduce the reciprocal lattice which is the set of points of the following form:
where the vectors e^, ..., e^ are defined by:
We may write z= 1 Eq, with E = 2 TT L -1 . Let again:
Consider the Hilbert space ^ of square-integrable functions /: F" -^ I 2 = J 2 (Z"):
We write /(^)g for the component ^(^eZ") of/ at the point ^eZ". Thus, we have:
Jr" ^e/," Now, let ^ : ^f ^ ^ be the operator defined by:
where /is the Fourier transform of the function /: Now let us give the explicit form and the properties of these three families of operators. (iii) the resolvent (Ho(fe)-u)~1 ofHoW is a compact operator for all u^a(Ho(fc)), where a(Ho(^)) is the spectrum o/Ho(^).
Proof. -(i) and (ii) are obvious, since:
(Ho/)(€)= ?/(€).
(iii) The resolvent (Ho(/Q-u)~1 is the multiplication operator by:
Let XM be the characteristic function of the set { qeJ. n \ q 2 ^ M} and DM the multiplication operator by ^(^XM^?)' D^ is a compact (even nuclear) operator, and:
as M -^ oo. Thus (Ho (^) -a)~1 is compact as the uniform limit of the sequence { DM } of compact operators.
• Let us denote by {^}gez" the Fourier coefficients of the periodic function v:
x)v(x).
Jc"
Notice that ueL^C") for all pe [l, 5] . To establish the relation between the Fourier coefficients of v and the operator V(^) we need the following result:
LEMMA 3. -Given (p, \|/ : Z" -^ C, w^ A?/in^ an operator A^ : < 2 ^ ^ as follows:
Assume that 2^p<oo,\|/e^(Z") and let {(p (^)} be the Fourier coefficients of a function 0 belonging to L^C"). Then A^ is a compact operator and one has:
(1 2 ) IIA^II^L-^^-^IIOII^)!!^!!^").
Proof. -For g = {g^ } e / 2 , define \|/ ^ = {^ (?) ^-}. By the Holder inequality, v| / g e ^ with r-^l^+p" 1 , i.e. l^r<2, and:
11^11^11^11,11^112.
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Let:
y(x)=L-"/ 2 ^ exp(iE^.x)v|/te)^, xeC/ 1 .
qeZ"
By the Hausdorff-Young inequality [8] , y e L' (C") with (r')~1 = 1 -r~1 = 1 /2 -j?-1 and: (13) llyll^L^-^II^^II^L^^-^ll^ll.ll^ll,.
Since 1 /2 == p~1 + (r') -1 and 0> e L^ (C"), the Holder inequality implies that 0 y e L 2 (C") and:
(14) l|0yll2^ 11^11.llyll^L^-^iloil.llvl/ii,ii^ii,. 
Proof of Theorem 3
Let/be an eigenvector of H, i. e. H/= ^/for some A-e R. By defining v' (x) = v (x) -X-and H'=HO+V', we have H'/=0. Since V satisfies also the hypothesis (2), it is possible to assume without loss of generality that ?i=0.
Let Fo={^er \ (^f)(k) ^ 0 in ^}. Fo is measurable. Since H(k)(^f)(k)=Q, H(k} must have the eigenvalue 0 for almost all the keFo. We will show that, for all pe(k^ . . ., ^,_i, (^eR"" 1 the set 9(p) of the points ^e(0, E) such that Oec^H^+A^E" 1 e\)) is a set of measure zero. Thus the measure of F() is zero, i.e. (^/)(^)=0 a.e., i.e./=0. Therefore H cannot have any eigenvalues.
Fix p=(k^, .. .,^-1). To show that the measure of 9(p) is zero, we shall use the Fredholm theory of holomorphic families of operators of type (A), [7] . Let Q be the following complex domain: (18) Q={^+fr|^e(0, l),re^}.
For z e Q, we define Ho (p, ze^) to be the multiplication operator in ^ by (p + ze^ + E q) 2 and:
We shall see that:
(I) {H(p, zej} is a holomorphic family of type (A) with respect to z. (See the terminology in [7] ); (II) the resolvent of H(p, z?J is compact; (III) the resolvent set of H(p, ze^} is not empty. Under these conditions, Theorem VII. 1.10 of [7] says that we have the following alternative: -either Oe a (H(p, ze^)) for each zeQ; -or every compact QQ m ^ contains only a finite number of points z such that Oea (H(p,z^) ).
We shall show that: (IV) 0 belongs to the resolvent set of H (p, ze^) for Im z sufficiently large. Hence the first alternative is excluded, so that the measure of 9(p) is zero.
The remainder of the paper is devoted to the verification of the properties I to IV of H(p, ze^). To simplify the notations we write H(p, z) for H(p, ze^). One has:
(21) H<, (;7, r)=( /?+ EP+ ze,) 2 =( ?+ EP) 2 + E 2 r 2 + 2 E 2 r P,,, and the result is immediate:
(ii) the proof is the same as in Lemma 2 (iv).
(iii) for z=J'+fr, we have:
which is different from zero if r 7^ 0. Since q^e^. and ^e(0, 1) it follows that:
i.e.Oep (Ho(p,z) ). 
is convergent if X, is sufficiently large. Now, by (12):
qeZ"
We have with the notations z=^+ir, ^=(p, ^^Jer": 2 ^ c for all these q andjbr each \ ^ ^o' For these values of q we can take as majorization in (26) the number c~1).
(ii) Now we use the first and the second resolvent equation: We know from (iii) that there exists a poim ^ ^P(H(P, z)). If^o^P(Ho(P. z)), there exists a point close to |^ep(Ho(P, z))n p(H(p, z)), since: (Ho(p, z) ) consists of isolated eigenvalues only, because the resolvent of Ho (p, z)is compact (17J, rhm.III6.29).
By Lemma 6 we have verified the properties (I) to (III) of the family {H(p, z)}. It now remains to prove (IV) i.e. Oep(H(p, z)) for some z=^+ir in0. We have seen that 0 e p (Ho (P, z)) if r ^ 0. We shall show that:
By using the Neumann series (24) with ?i=0 and r sufficiently large, (29) implies 0 e p (H (p, z)) if r = Im z is sufficiently large. To obtain (29), we use the inequality (25). By virtue of the first inequality in (26), it suffices to show that: which will be done in the next section.
Estimation of the series (30)
We now show that (30) holds if 5 =2 torn =2,3, s > n-2 torn ^4 and ^e(0, 1). We use the following notations:
Weset^E'^fel, ..., fe^Jer;" 1 , where H" 1 ={peR"-1 | 0 ^ p, < 1}, and: Proof. -Setting oc =a/r, P=fcr~2, a=z/r, T=r/r and Q,={(a, P, a, r) | oc ^ 5, P ^ -1, a ^ 0, T ^ 0, | a-T [ ^ cr~1}, we see that (34) is equivalent to:
The quotient on the r. h. s. of (35) We denote by £+ and e-the infimum in (35) under the restriction c^+P ^ 1 and c^+pet-l, +1] respectively. It suffices to show that 8+ > 0 and c_ > 0. In the first case (i. e. for a 2 + P ^ 1), we use the first expression on the r. h. s. of (36) and the inequality (37). Setting x = a 2 + P, we see that:
(40) 8^ = inf .. . We have n^nnm^O ifm^m' and:
R"-^ U r(m).
inel"-'
Let c= ^/n-1. Then for each xer(m) and each meZ"" 1 :
[|m+p|-|x|| ^ c. 
